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Getting a Perspective 

  

  

Sometimes things seem huge. A challenge can be daunting or a 
problem appear insurmountable. The more we think, plan, discuss and 
worry the more the thing seems to grow. It©s as if it feeds off our 
fears and thoughts. 

As a stress trainer, I know that stress, like beauty, is in the eye of the 
beholder. It all depends on how you view a situation as to what it 
does to you. One of the many images which is presented to us about 
becoming a Christian is that of having our blind eyes opened. Like 
Bartimaeus we can now see things that we could not see before. Here 
are five visions which may help you get through this five day working 
week. 

First, you are not in charge. The government is upon His shoulders 
and He is the Lord. You may feel a buck stopping at your feet but it 
would be a good idea to look up. 

Second, whatever it is, it©s temporary. All these things will pass away. 
When you catch a glimpse of eternity, time management does look 
very different. 

Third, you are never alone. Jesus said He would be with you always, 
so He is sitting with you or standing beside you right now. 

Fourth, He won©t let you be stretched beyond your limits. He knows 
how strong you are and how weak you feel and if He is trusting you 
with a difficulty it is because he knows you can bear it. 

Fifth, whatever the outcome He will use it to mould you to be more 
like His Son. Generally speaking God is in favour of good outcomes. 
Jesus healed, empowered, provided, problem solved, released and 
restored when He was on earth. Resurrections and Heaven are His 
preferred options. Mark Twain once said "I am an old man who has 
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known a great many problems, most of which never happened". May 
be your prayer for problem solving at work this week could include a 
request for better eyesight.  
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 Please note that over the next few weeks we 
are in the process of upgrading our websites 

and email. This is why there is no bible 
reading link to our web site this week. Also 

please note our new email address of 
wakeupcall@worknetuk.org  

 
The WorkNet Partnership, 56 Baldry Gardens, London SW16 3DJ  

Vox.020 8764 8080 Fax.020 8764 3030 
email wakeupcall@worknetuk.org 

(If you have received a duplicate this week there is no need to let us know it is a temporary matter while we upgrade. If you wish to be 
removed from this list just reply with 'no thank you' in the subject line. If you have requested removal you will be removed by 31 Jan. Have 

a good week. ) 
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